Abstract-A new frequency and space precoding scheme for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems is presented. For frequency precoding, the data symbols to be transmitted are divided into multiple substreams, and a predefined unitary matrix is applied to each substream to obtain different linear combinations of data symbols in the substream to gain frequency diversity. For space precoding, different precoding matrices selected from a predefined orthogonal matrix are used to allocate each frequency precoded data symbol to all transmit antennas to gain spatial diversity. The number of substreams and the corresponding data symbol mapping scheme are also adaptively determined at the receiver under varying received signal strength and MIMO channel conditions, and are made available to the transmitter through a low-rate feedback channel. Simulation results show that the proposed MIMO OFDM system with adaptive substream selection can effectively exploit both frequency and spatial diversity, and deliver the maximum system throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technology uses multiple transmit and receive antennas in a wireless communication link to increase the system spectral efficiency and/or enhance the received radio signal quality. MIMO technology has attracted considerable research attention since its emerging in early 1990's, and is still evolving [1] [2] [3] . MIMO systems can operate in different modes, such as spatial diversity, spatial multiplexing, and beamforming, depending on the signal correlations among antenna elements [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Spatial diversity aims at improving the link quality, measured by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), between the transmitter and the receiver. For spatial multiplexing, multiple parallel data streams called substreams are transmitted simultaneously to increase the link capacity. For beamforming, the same data symbols are fed to all transmit antennas with appropriate complex weighting in order to maximize the SNR at the receiver. In order to achieve optimized system performance, it is necessary for a MIMO system to adaptively change its parameters, signal processing algorithms, or even physical antenna configurations according to different channel conditions and system requirements [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . These adaptations often rely on a certain amount of channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter and/or the receiver. The CSI at the transmitter can be obtained from the receiver through a feedback channel. However, the large amount of channel state parameters, which grow with the product of the numbers of transmit and receive antennas and the number of multipaths, adds to the system complexity, and thus the feedback requirements can not be met if only a low-rate feedback channel is available [15] .
MIMO systems are usually incorporated with the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique to cope with the frequency-selective fading [2, [16] [17] . However, owing to the fact that OFDM converts a frequency-selective fading channel into a number of flat fading subchannels, the frequency diversity of an OFDM system is very poor. Channel coding has been traditionally used to gain diversity across frequency and time with the cost of reduced data rate [18] [19] . Recently linear precoding or block spreading for OFDM has been proposed to improve the frequency diversity performance without data rate losses [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
In order to improve the overall system spectral efficiency, i.e., the normalized throughput in bits per second per Hz (b/s/Hz), a MIMO OFDM system with combined frequency and space precoding is proposed in this paper. Similar to spatial multiplexing, the data symbols to be transmitted are first divided into substreams. However, the proposed system performs frequency precoding on each substream to obtain different linear combinations of the data symbols in the substream, which are then spread across the transmission frequency band through OFDM modulation in order to gain frequency diversity. After frequency precoding, the space precoding is followed to assign each frequency precoded symbol to all transmit antennas in order to achieve spatial diversity. The number of substreams and the corresponding data mapping scheme are adaptively selected based on the CSI through a very low-rate feedback channel. The selection of the space precoding matrix from a predefined orthogonal matrix also achieves certain beamforming effect. With the combined frequency and space precoding as well as substream adaptation, the proposed system is able to operate in a hybrid mode without explicit switching between the different MIMO modes, and thus can adapt itself to varying channel conditions and deliver optimized system performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the frequency and space precoded MIMO OFDM system and the MIMO frequency-selective fading channel model are presented. In Section III, the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) equalization and detection method is derived, and the formulae for evaluating bit error rate (BER) and throughput are provided. Section IV explains the necessity for adaptive substream selection and describes the adaptation algorithm in order to achieve optimal throughput. Section V provides the simulation results to demonstrate the expected performance. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODELS
The baseband model of the frequency and space precoded MIMO OFDM transmitter is shown in Fig. 1 (a 
It is also assumed that the data symbols [ ] The frequency precoding is to apply a N N × unitary matrix U to each data substrream to produce a precoded data substream, and thus each precoded data symbol is a linear combination of the data symbols in the original substream. The precoding matrix U satisfies the property = 
where n p is the n th column of P . The first constraint ensures that the total power to be transmitted is unity. The second and third constraints ensure that the power is equally allocated to each transmit antenna and each substream respectively.
After performing the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of length N to all precoded data substreams respectively, s M parallel time-domain signal substreams are generated. To avoid interference between adjacent OFDM symbols transmitted by a transmit antenna, either a cyclic prefix (CP) or a zero-padded suffix (ZP) of sufficient length (longer than the maximum channel multipath delay L in samples) needs to be added to each row of Y before transmission, but this is not shown in Fig. 1(a) for simplicity.
The receiver baseband model is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where r M receive antennas are used. After removing the CP or performing an overlap-add operation (not shown) and taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT) for the signals received by all receive antennas respectively, the frequency-domain received signal can be represented by an N M r × matrix R . The n th column of R can be expressed as
where n y is the n th column of the frequency and space precoded data matrix Y , n v is a zero-mean Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix { }
MIMO channel matrix at the subcarrier frequency indexed by n . After converting the received signal into the frequencydomain by FFT, equalization and decoding are then followed to recover the data symbols in the s M data substreams which are finally multiplexed to produce a block of N M s output data symbols. Due to the complexity of the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) detection, MMSE equalization and decoding are applied, which will be described in the following section. Now consider the frequency-selective MIMO channel with L independent multipaths for any transmit-receive antenna pair [9] . The normalized frequency-domain MIMO channel random matrices with independent identically distributed (iid) zero mean and unity variance Gaussian random variables as their elements.
III. MMSE EQUALIZATION AND DECODING
To facilitate the MMSE equalization and detection, the set of the N equations expressed by (2) can be combined and rewritten in matrix form as Second, since X can be expressed as (
we obtain the final detected data symbol matrix as T * DU X = . This process is also illustrated in Section II Fig. 1 (b) .
To analyze the system performance, the MMSE after solving (4) can be derived as 
Assume that the k 2 -ary ( k is even) Gray-coded quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used for data symbol mapping. When k =2, the mapping is the same as the quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK). The BER for a given channel realization is then expressed as [27] 
where the Q-function is defined as ( )= 
IV. ADAPTIVE SUBSTREAM SELECTION
Since the ultimate goal of the proposed system is to achieve the maximum throughput, intuitively the number of substreams s M would be selected as large as possible from (10 k = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 . At a given input SNR, a packet of size B = 8192 bits is transmitted 10000 times with different channel realizations in order to calculate the average BER and normalized throughput. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the system average BERs using QPSK mapping and normalized throughputs versus input SNR respectively under different numbers of substreams with t ρ = r ρ = 0.1. The normalized throughput with adaptive substream selection is also shown in Fig. 3 . We see that as the number of substreams increases the BER becomes worse as expected. More substreams can achieve greater throughput only at higher input SNRs. However, with adaptive substream selection, the best throughput can be always achieved. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the simulation results with the same performance measures as those used to produce Fig. 2 and Fig.  3 respectively but for t ρ = r ρ = 0.9. We see that the transmit and receive antenna correlations significantly impact on the system performance. When the transmit antennas (and/or receive antennas) are more correlated, less substreams should be used. In the simulated examples, only one substream is sufficient to achieve the highest throughput in the considered input SNR range, even with adaptive substream selection (see Fig. 5 in which the throughput curve using adaptive substream selection coincides with that using one substream).
Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 4 (or Fig. 3 with Fig. 5 ), we see that the BER (or throughput) is improved significantly when the transmit and receive antennas are less correlated. This demonstrates that the proposed MIMO OFDM system is able to achieve spatial diversity. Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 show the simulation results with the same performance measures as those used to produce Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 respectively but without frequency precoding. We see that the results in Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 are always better than those in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 respectively. This confirms that the frequency precoding is necessary and effective to gain the frequency diversity provided by the frequency-selective fading channel.
The above simulation results clearly show that the optimal number of substreams depends on the received signal strength and transmit and/or receive antenna correlations. More substreams are only suitable at higher input SNR when the transmit and/or receive antennas are less correlated.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated that, with adaptive substream selection, the proposed frequency and space precoded MIMO OFDM system can achieve both frequency diversity and spatial diversity, perform both spatial multiplexing and beamforming, and always deliver the optimum throughput. Since the frequency and space precoding matrices are both predefined, the channel state parameters can be significantly reduced, which allows for a very low-rate feedback channel to meet the CSI requirement for system adaptation. The multimode adaptive MIMO OFDM system is also well suited for practical implementation. This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the WCNC 2009 proceedings. 
